
NOTICE 
* Please make sure that you have all parts indicated before you begin assembly 

of this item

* This item should be assembled on a soft surface to prevent scratching the 

finish during assembly

*This item may require periodic tightening
* If you are having difficulty, our team is always here to help. Please email 

sales@catunedoffroad.com or call (916) 770-9229.

PREPARATION

* Before beginning assembly of product, make sure all parts are present.

Compare parts with

part contents list and hardware contents list.

* If any part is missing or damaged, do not attempt to assemble the product.

* Estimated Assembly Time: 30 minutes.

* Tools Required for Assembly: ¼” Drive 10mm Socket, Extension and Ratchet, 
Phillips & flat head screwdrivers.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

Dust with a soft, dry cloth.Do not use abrasive cleaner. To clean, spray a small 

amount of mild cleaner onto a lint-free cloth and wipe clean.

Piece Description Picture Quantity

A

Shelf 1 X

B

Side Panels 2 X

C
Drawer Slides 2 X

D
Rubber O-Ring 1 X

E Long Bolts + Spacers 2 X

F Countersunk
Phillips Bolts

12 X

G Nuts 8 X

H
Optional–Nylon
Cord

1 X

Parts and Hardware List

Weight Capacity: 80 lbs.

Do not stand on shelf

Do not overtighten bolts

mailto:sales@catunedoffroad.com


Preparation 
*Before beginning assembly of product, make sure all parts are present. Compare parts with package contents list and hardware contents list.

*If any part is missing or damaged, do not attempt to assemble the product.

*Remove Trunk Mat for easier install

*Estimated Assembly Time: 30 minutes.

Step 1: Remove Tiedown Caps to access 10mm Bolts (8 in total on both sides). You will be reusing the 6 of 10mm Bolts to install the side molle 

panels.

Note: Unscrew OEM cargo net anchors and set them off to the side. We will be reinstalling these during a later step.

Step 2: Loosely install 10mm bolts top and bottom and side of the driver side molle panel with 10mm socket and ratchet. Longer bolt and spacer

(E) will go into bottom leg of driver side panel. When panel is properly aligned, tighten bolts hand tight.



Step 4: Place included O-ring (D) onto 12V power socket and insert into the passenger side shelf support until you hear a satisfying “click”. It is 

important to note the socket is keyed so that it will only fit one way. Do not force this step.

Step 3: Use a small flathead to remove the 12V power socket on the passenger side and remove connector by lifting tab on the electrical 

connector. Proceed to remove top plastic panel with a flat head screwdriver. 



Step 5: Remove slides (C) from package and depress push tab to separate the two halves. Install bolts (F) with Phillips screwdriver into outer 

frame of the slides loosely. Tighten down once slide frame is properly aligned. Repeat this step for driver and passenger side panels

*Please note the rails are driver and passenger specific so be sure to install with the smooth part of locking tab facing down.

Step 4: Route connector up into the top plastic we removed in Step 3. Repeat Step 1 and install Passenger side panel (B). Reattach 12V connector

to socket. Proceed to tighten down all 10mm bolts during this time. 



Step 7: This part is preferably performed with the help of another person. Slide shelf (A) with now attached inner slides into the outer frames 

previously installed on side panels (B). It may be easier to start one side in at an angle like pictured below. Once shelf is properly inserted into the 

outer slides, push in with even pressure until the shelf locks. Nuts (G) may now also be installed on the inner edges of the shelf for added 

security.

Note: If you have the optional OEM cargo net, you may install the anchors into the shelf in the provided location pictured below. If you 

purchased the optional nylon cord tie down (H), you may also thread them through the shelf holes in whichever configuration you may desire.

Step 6: Use included hardware (F) to affix inner sleeve of the slides to shelf (A). Please note to keep inner slides pair to the slide frames they

were removed from originally.

Step 8: Congratulations on installing your new CAtuned Off-Road Subaru Outback Platinum Cargo Shelf. Now get out there and make some 

memories!
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